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if the svsc is not able to accept the windows 10 pc, the computer is unable to join the domain and contact the central keyserver. in this scenario, windows 10 can be activated locally without contacting the central servers. how to local activate a windows 10 pc with kms when you are using kms for activation, computers join domain using a native windows 10 mode. activation of the computer using a windows 10 pc is a multi-hop process: when you are using kms, your ad ds schema should have no version lower than windows server 2012 or later. you can use the adprep.exe
command line program to activate windows server 2012 and windows 8.1 from an earlier version of windows server. to determine the schema level of ad ds, use the adsi edit, select the forest, and then right-click the schema node. the version of ad ds is displayed in the window that opens, with the preceding windows version displayed in the caption. for example, if the version of windows server 2012 is 13.0.1601. - windows 7, windows 8, windows 8.1, and windows server 2012: there are two activation mechanisms for computers on microsoft systems. if there is a deployment

services product key on the system, the activation occurs through that key. if there is no deployment services key on the system, activation occurs through a kms key that is available on the system. the kms key is unique to the computer running windows. this key is usually the default activation key (dak), product key, or deployment services key. the dak is the recovery key and is found on the windows dvd during installation.
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if your network features a windows server 2008 operating system, ad ds might not be at the schema level
of windows server 2008 r2. in this case, it is recommended that you install windows server 2008 ad ds

(although this product is not required) and update the ad ds schema to the level of windows server 2012
or later. you can then activate windows server 2008 r2 based computers using vamt. after this, you can
use windows server 2012 r2 based computers to activate windows server 2008 r2 based computers. you
can use credential authentication service provider (casp) to remotely authenticate users when activating
windows server 2012 r2 based computers. it enables you to use active directory federation services (ad

fs) to obtain authentication credentials from a delegated domain controller. these credentials are used to
verify that the user is who they say they are. if you do not enable remote activation in windows server
2012 r2, vamt will not enable it after the initial installation, but you will be able to use it in non-remote
configurations. if you do enable remote activation, vamt provides complete functionality for the remote
activation features. in a remote configuration, when a user attempts to activate a computer, vamt will

verify that the current identity (the user’s windows live id or windows live id premium account) is trusted
and allow the activation process to complete. you'll need to install these components from the microsoft
windows 8 activation service on your pc. the setup button will allow you to begin the installation of the

software. after the installer is finished, click next. 5ec8ef588b
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